Numerous cognitive domains have been associated with the lateral parietal cortex, yet how these disparate functions are packed into this region remains unclear. Whilst areas within the dorsal and the ventral parietal cortex (DPC and VPC) show differential function, there is considerable disagreement as to what these functions might be. Studies focussed on individual domains have plotted out variations of function across the region. Direct cross-domain comparisons are rare yet, when they have been undertaken, at least some regions (particularly the intraparietal sulcus [IPS] and core angular gyrus [AG]) appear to have contrastive domain-general qualities. In order to pursue this parietal puzzle, this study utilized both functional and resting-state magnetic resonance imaging to investigate a potential unifying neurocomputational framework-in which both domain general as well as domain-selective regions arise from differential patterns of connectivity into subregions of the lateral parietal cortex. Specifically we found that, consistent with their contrastive patterns of functional connectivity, subregions of DPC (anterior IPS) and VPC (AG) exhibit counterpointed functions sensitive to task/item-difficulty irrespective of cognitive domain. We propose that these regions serve as top-down executively penetrated and automatic bottom-up domain-general buffers of active information, respectively. In contrast, other parietal and nonparietal regions are tuned toward specific domains.
Introduction
The lateral parietal cortex has been implicated in numerous cognitive domains yet the organization and function of this area remains unclear. There are 2 broad approaches in the literature (albeit with graded differences between them). Many studies focus on individual cognitive domains (e.g., episodic memory, semantic memory, mathematical processing, attention, etc.) and precisely map within-domain differences in function across parietal subregions. The second class of studies has investigated the nature and location of more general parietal computations that are shared across many different cognitive domains. In parallel, modern probabilistic cytoarchitectonic studies have differentiated the angular gyrus (AG), intraparietal sulcus (IPS), and supramarginal gyrus (SMG) into multiple subareas (Caspers et al. 2006 ). In keeping with Brodmann's (1909) own observation about parietal (and temporal) regions, these differentiations are graded in nature (unlike the abrupt transitions found across other regions) which would suggest that there will be at least some graded variations in the cognitive profiles. A resulting theoretical maelstrom arises because it is unclear: (1) how the results from the various domain-specific studies relate to each other (often individual studies provide elegant and precise results for the domain of interest without considering apparently overlapping results from other domains); (2) how many domain-general subregions there are in the lateral parietal cortex and what they do; (3) which parietal regions are domaingeneral and which are more domain-selective. The current study was designed, therefore, to map domain-general versus domains-specific functions across the lateral parietal cortex by probing 2 entirely unrelated cognitive domains (semantic cognition vs. visuo-spatial processing) simultaneously. In doing so, the study tests some emerging predictions from the parietal unified connectivity-biased computation theory (PUCC: , which provides a potential unifying framework in which the location and nature of domain-general and domain-specific parietal functions reflect the product of local generalized neurocomputation and the varying pattern of long-range connectivity. Before considering this investigation in more detail, we briefly review some of the current findings about the functions found in the lateral parietal cortex.
A long history of research has highlighted differences in cognitive function across dorsal (DPC) versus ventral parietal cortices (VPCs) . The classical neuropsychological literature demonstrated that damage to each region leads to a different constellation of deficits, such as the contrast of ideomotor versus ideational apraxia or, Bálint's versus Gerstmann's syndrome (Buxbaum et al. 2006; Vallar 2007) . Likewise, in functional neuroimaging a dorsal-ventral difference has also been noted for several domains. For instance, goal-directed attention versus stimulus-driven attention, numerical calculation versus numerical fact recall, or familiarity versus recollection in episodic memory (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Delazer et al. 2003; Vilberg and Rugg 2008; Kim 2010) . This research has led to the formulation of numerous neurocognitive theories regarding DPC and VPC function. The theories fall into 2 main camps. First, studies focussed on individual cognitive domains have used sophisticated experimental manipulations to demonstrate that the parietal cortex can be split into multiple subregions, with suggested dissociations in domain-specific sub-functions between areas (Simon et al. 2002; Hutchinson et al. 2009; Nelson et al. 2010 Nelson et al. , 2012 Seghier et al. 2010; Seghier 2013) . Prominent examples of proposed subregions include IPS for number processing or visuo-spatial tasks (Dehaene et al. 2003; Zacks 2008) , SMG for tool-related tasks or phonological processing (Hickok 2012; Ishibashi et al. 2016) , and AG for episodic recollection or semantic processing (Geschwind 1972; Vilberg and Rugg 2008; Binder et al. 2009; Shimamura 2011; Seghier 2013) . Even this limited number of prominent examples demonstrate a key aspect of the parietal perplexity-very different cognitive domains are associated with each of these key subregions. An alternative approach suggests that at least some parietal subregions may underpin more generalized, common computations that are utilized by multiple cognitive domains (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Duncan 2010; Cabeza et al. 2012; . For instance, the attentional models argue that DPC and VPC are implicated in task-general top-down versus bottom attentional systems, respectively (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Cabeza et al. 2012) . Relatedly, in the DPC, the IPS has been shown to form part of the "multiple demand" network, necessary for any executively demanding task (Duncan 2010) . Indeed, identical IPS areas respond to numerous tasks with a high executive demand, such as numerical calculations, spatial or verbal working memory, and the Stroop task (Fedorenko et al. 2013; . Similarly, disruption of IPS with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) causes generalized executivecontrol deficits (Whitney et al. 2012) . In parallel, VPC regions (sometimes overlapping) have been associated with various different cognitive domains (such as phonology, semantics, and episodic memory) In addition, the core AG is also associated with the default mode network (DMN) (Buckner et al. 2008 ) reflecting domain-general task-related deactivations. This region provides yet another example of the parietal puzzle in that this very same region is associated not only with the domain-general DMN but also semantic and episodic memory processes (Seghier et al. 2010; . Second, returning to the cognitive description provided in each of these approaches, we note that whilst numerous studies seek to consider the findings within their own field of research rather than considering IPL functioning across domains, it is notable that there is often a similarity in the computations offered by many accounts (e.g., invoking potentially domain-general mechanisms such as "buffers" and "multi-/crossmodality" processes and connectivity).
Determining the extent of modularity versus overlapping function requires a multidomain cross comparison, which might also move us toward the deeper goal of specifying the function of the IPL region in terms of its input, output, and computations, rather than by cognitive domain labels. Until recently the majority of studies have focussed on individual domains. A multidomain comparison was achieved in a recent large-scale meta-analysis of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies . This study found 3 parietal multidomain subregions with more domain-specific areas surrounding these "hubs". Specifically, many very different types of task, with the common feature of high executive demands including numerical calculation, executive semantic processing, top-down attention, tool-praxis decisions overlapped in the anterior IPS. In contrast, a series of automatic task processes including automatic semantic retrieval, wellrehearsed numerical fact retrieval, high confidence episodic memory retrieval, and sentence processing engaged a highly overlapping region of the AG, which also corresponded to the same area recruited by the DMN. Finally, the inferior SMG was recruited by both bottom-up attention and phonological processing. Importantly, in addition to a high degree of overlap within these 3 subregions, graded variation in function also occurred. For instance, the region implicated in top-down attention (which included tasks mainly from the visual domains) extended from the overlapping IPS area posteriorly and medially into SPL, which has strong connections with visual cortex (Culham and Kanwisher 2001; Jung et al. 2016 ) Likewise, the area associated with tool-praxis decisions extended from IPS anteriorly into postcentral gyrus, consistent with the importance of sensory-motor processing in these tasks.
The data from this study formed the basis of the PUCC model. This framework makes use of a key finding from various computational models which have shown that the contribution of a processing unit to each task is shaped not only by its local computation but also by its connectivity to different sources of input/output information (more recently referred to as "connectivity-constrained cognition-C 3 ": Lambon Ralph et al. 2001; Plaut 2002; Chen et al. 2017 ) Thus, even in a situation where the local unit computation is exactly the same, the contribution to different cognitive tasks can vary in a graded way across a layer of such units (taken to be analogous to a cortical region); units with equivalent connection to multiple inputs/outputs have a domain-general character whilst units with stronger connection to a subset of inputs/outputs will become more domain-specific in nature (i.e., becoming tuned toward the domain(s) for which those particular input/outputs are critical). Applying this computational principle to parietal function, PUCC suggests that: (1) IPS and VPC areas show highly domaingeneral yet contrastive functions. Specifically, IPS as part of the fronto-parietal, interconnected executive network (Duncan 2010) , is involved in top-down manipulation of buffered information (e.g., a working memory-type process), whereas VPC areas (without strong connection to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [Cabeza et al. 2012; Daselaar et al. 2013; Jung et al. 2016] ) are implicated in domain-general automatic/bottom-up processing (e.g., function as automatic, multidomain "slave" buffers). (2) Moving away from these core areas within DPC and VPC, there are graded variations in function with regions becoming more domain-specific depending on their proximity or connectivity to key input/output areas or sources of information. This proposal is consistent with the evidence of graded changes in connectivity across the IPL and DPL (Daselaar et al. 2013; Jung et al. 2016) . (3) The PUCC model also suggested that the core automaticbuffering function of the AG might need to be suppressed when tasks become demanding and require executive input from the fronto-parietal network (assuming that continuing accumulation of ongoing inputs are likely to be disruptive to the required executive processing). This would explain why it is common (though not ubiquitous-see in Discussion section) for the AG to demonstrate task-related deactivation and, more specifically, (1) why the magnitude of AG deactivation correlates with task/ item-difficulty, with greater difficulty leading to greater deactivation (McKiernan et al. 2006; Hahn et al. 2007; Mason et al. 2007) ; and (2) the magnitude of deactivation within the DMN is often anticorrelated with positive activation of the frontoparietal executive network (Fox et al. 2005) . The current study was designed (1) to map domain-general versus domains-specific functions across the lateral parietal cortex and, thereby, (2) to test some of these emerging prediction from the PUCC framework. We achieved this aim by comparing, across the same set of participants, "rest" with 2 very cognitively different tasks (semantic vs. visuo-spatial decisions), both of which have been strongly associated with lateral parietal function yet are highly different in nature, thereby providing a strong test for the presence of any domain-general processing area (e.g., anterior IPS). Difficulty was manipulated in both domains so that we could examine which regions exhibit either positive or negative correlations (e.g., aIPS vs. core AG). We selected semantic cognition as one of the test domains because the current literature contains 2 very different expectations about the AG; one literature associates it with task-general-deactivation (as part of the DMN: [Buckner et al. 2008; ) whereas other literatures have long associated this area with semantic processing (Geschwind 1972; Binder et al. 2009; Seghier 2013) . Resting-state data were also used in order to examine the functional connectivity relationship between regions. The combination of task-active and resting-state fMRI data is particularly useful as it allows direct cognitive inferences about the function of each observed resting-state connectivity network, which cannot be achieved by using resting-state data alone. Finally, the current results were directly compared with those from our previous multidomain meta-analysis to assess the level of consistency from the within-participant comparisons proffered by the current study against large-scale albeit independent studies of different domains amalgamated and compared through the meta-analytic method.
Methods

Participants
Twenty participants took part in the fMRI study (average age = 24.55, SD = 4.74; N female = 18). All participants were native English speakers with no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders and normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Task design
Semantic Task
On a given trial, 2 words were centrally presented that were either related or unrelated in meaning. The unrelated words were not relevant to the manipulation of interest and were simply included for the purposes of the task to ensure that participants were attending to the word meaning. To manipulate trial difficulty, an ambiguity manipulation was included. On half of the trials (the "hard" condition) one of the words in the pair was ambiguous in meaning (e.g. "bark") whereas the other half of trials (the "easy" condition) contained words with an unambiguous meaning (e.g. "ladder"). The ambiguous words were always the subordinate word-meanings, hence making the semantic relatedness judgment more difficult. The ability to select the appropriate meaning/inhibit the inappropriate meaning of ambiguous words is known to recruit top-down executivecontrol processes compared with unambiguous words which are more automatically processed (Gennari et al. 2007 ). The easy and hard conditions were closely matched on a number of variables: log word frequency based on the British National Corpus Consortium (2007) (t(178) = 0.14, P = 0.89), imageability ratings obtained from the MRC and Bird et al. databases (Coltheart 1981; Bird et al. 2001 ) (t(178) = 0.45, P = 0.67), and word length (t(178) = 0.29, P = 0.77). There were 90 items in each condition; easy-related, hard-related, and unrelated. See Figure 1 for an example trial.
Visuo-Spatial Task
In this task, two 3 × 3 colored matrices were presented that consisted of either the same pattern but mirror-reversed ("same" trials) or an entirely different pattern ("different" trials). As in the semantic task, the "different" trials were included simply for purposes of the task and were not of direct interest here. To manipulate difficulty, the complexity of the visual pattern was manipulated such that on half of the trials (the "easy" condition) the colored squares in the matrix were clustered together and hence could be visually grouped. In contrast, in the other trials (the "hard" condition) the colored squares were arranged in a more complex configuration. Evidence has shown that more complex visuo-spatial tasks carry increased executive demands on visuo-spatial working memory processes (Diwadkar et al. 2000; Miyake et al. 2001) . The number of colored squares in the easy and hard conditions was nevertheless identical and they differed only in the complexity of the pattern. There were 90 items in each condition; easy-same, hardsame, and different. See Figure 1 for an example trial.
Task Procedures
The semantic and visuo-spatial tasks were completed in separate sessions, counterbalanced across subjects. The trials were presented using an event-related design with the most efficient ordering of events determined using Optseq (http://www.free surfer.net/optseq). Null time was intermixed between trials and varied between 0.25 and 10.5 s (average = 0.91 s, SD = 1.29) during which a fixation cross was presented. The trials lasted for 1.5 s during which the participants made related/unrelated semantic judgments for the semantic task and same/different judgments for the visuo-spatial task.
Task Acquisition Parameters
Images were acquired using a 3T Philips Achieva scanner using a dual gradient-echo sequence, which has improved signal relative to conventional techniques, especially in areas associated with signal loss (Halai et al. 2014) . Thirty-one axial slices were collected using a TR = 2.8 s, TE = 12 and 35 ms, flip angle = 95°, 80 × 79 matrix, with resolution 3 × 3 mm, slice thickness 4 mm. Across all tasks, 704 volumes were acquired in total, collected in 4 runs of 1971.2 s each. B0 images were also acquired to correct for image distortion.
Task Data Analysis
Preprocessing The dual-echo images were first B0 corrected and then averaged. Data were analysed using SPM8. Images were motioncorrected and coregistered to the participants T1 structural image, and then spatially normalized into MNI space using Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie (DARTEL) (Ashburner 2007 ). The functional images were then resampled to a 3 × 3 × 3 mm voxel size and smoothed with an 8 mm full-width half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
General Linear Modeling
The data were filtered using a high-pass filter with a cut-off of 190 s and then analysed using a general linear model. At the individual subject level, each condition for each task was modeled with a separate regressor and events were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. In order to maximize the difference between the easy and hard conditions, we included only the 60 trials that had the longest RTs on average for the hard condition for each task and the 60 trials that had the quickest RTs on average for the easy condition. The remaining trials were modeled with a regressor of no interest (note that a separate analysis including all trials showed a similar pattern of results, although at weaker thresholds presumably due to a smaller difference between conditions). Time and dispersion derivatives were added and motion parameters were entered into the model as covariates of no interest. At the individual level, the easy and hard conditions were contrasted against rest and then resultant cope images were entered into a flexible factorial ANOVA group analysis where the main effect and interaction between task and difficulty were calculated in a whole-brain analysis (uncorrected, P < 0.001), with a critical cluster extent estimated using Alphasim (α < 0.05 with an MNI brain mask applied).
Resting-State Data
Participants, Procedures, and Acquisition Parameters Seventy-eight participants completed the resting-state scan (average age = 25.23, SD = 5.55; N females = 57). During the scan the participants were instructed to keep their eyes open and look at the fixation cross. The data acquisition parameters for the resting-state scan were identical to the experimental task. The scan consisted of a single 364 s session of 130 volumes.
Data Analysis
Preprocessing was performed using SPM8 and the Data Processing Assistant for Resting-State fMRI (DPARSF Advanced Edition, V2.3) toolbox (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng 2010). Additional preprocessing steps were carried out on the resting-state data to minimize the influence of distance-dependent increases in correlations due to motion, which are considered problematic in resting-state data. These methods have been shown to greatly reduce the effects of motion (Weissenbacher et al. 2009; Van Dijk et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2013; Power et al. 2014) . The images were first slice-time corrected, realigned, and coregistered to the subjects T1 using SPM. Censoring was applied using a threshold of greater than 3 mm of translation or 1 degree of rotation. This resulted in the exclusion of 6 participants from further analysis. Using DPARSF, images were normalized using DARTEL, smoothed with a 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, and filtered at 0.01-0.08 Hz (Satterthwaite et al. 2013) . Nuisance covariates were regressed out including 24 motion parameters, white matter, CSF and global tissue signal and also the performance of linear detrending. The 24 motion parameters were calculated from the 6 original motion parameters using Volterra expansion (Friston et al. 1996) and have been shown to improve motion correction compared with the 6 parameters alone (Yan et al. 2013; Power et al. 2014) . Additional covariates were included for outlier time points with a with a z-score greater than 2.5 from the mean global power or more than 1 mm translation as identified using the ARtifact detection Tools software package (ART; www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_ detect). Seed-based functional connectivity analyses were performed from 8 mm sphere region of interests (ROIs) defined from the peak coordinates in the task data (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng 2010). The maps were z-score normalized and one sample t-tests were used to find areas of significant positive and negative correlations with the seed region (FWE-corrected, P < 0.05). Note, that whilst there is some difficulty associated with interpreting negative correlations following global signal regression the primary finding of an anticorrelation between the IPS and AG network reported below has been found to be independent of global signal removal and has been consistently shown using a variety of methods (Fox et al. 2009; Chai et al. 2012; Keller et al. 2013) .
A Direct Comparison of the Current Functional Result with Previous Findings
A direct comparison was also conducted between the current fMRI results and those from our previous large-scale multidomain meta-analysis to assess the level of consistency across results. This was achieved by using ROI analyses of the current fMRI results with regions of interest defined from the meta-analysis.
Results
Behavioral Data (see Supplementary Table 1) The participants performed both tasks quickly and accurately (average percent correct = 87% and reaction time (RT) = 916 ms for the semantic task and 95% and RT = 825 ms for the visuospatial task). Using a 2 × 2 within-subjects ANOVA the RT data showed a significant main effect of difficulty (F(19) = 598.27, P < 0.001) and task (F(19) = 32.74, P < 0.001). There was also a significant task by difficulty interaction (F(19) = 98.93, P < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons showed that the interaction can be explained by significantly faster reaction times for the easy visuo-spatial condition compared with the easy semantic condition (t(19) = 10.97, P < 0.001) but no difference between the hard conditions (t(19) = 0.56, P = 0.58).
Task Effects
To examine effects of task we contrasted semantic > visuospatial conditions, and vice versa (see Fig. 2 and Table 1 ). For the semantic task, activation was found to be stronger in a network of areas previously associated with semantic processing including left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG), posterior middle temporal gyrus (pMTG), and temporal fusiform cortex (Jefferies and Lambon Ralph 2006; Binder et al. 2009 ). There was no activation within AG for the semantic task even at a very liberal threshold (P < 0.05, uncorrected). The reverse contrast showed stronger activation for the visuo-spatial task in posterior brain areas that have previously associated with visuo-spatial processing including bilateral visual cortex and posterior medial superior parietal lobule (Kravitz et al. 2011 ).
Difficulty Effects
We examined the overall effect of difficulty in both directions: hard > easy and easy > hard (see Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). There was significantly greater activation for the hard compared with the easy trials in fronto-parietal areas that has previously been labeled as the multiple demand network (Duncan 2010; Fedorenko et al. 2013) . Specifically, activation differences were observed in bilateral lateral frontal areas (inferior and middle frontal gyrus, and insula cortex) and dorsal parietal cortex (superior parietal lobule and IPS). The reverse contrast showed greater activation for the easy condition compared with the hard condition in ventral parietal (AG), posterior cingulate, and medial frontal areas that have been previously associated with the DMN (Buckner et al. 2008 ).
Task × Difficulty Interaction
Several regions showed a task by difficulty interaction, many of which overlapped with the areas exhibiting a main effect of task and/or difficulty (see Fig. 3 ). Within LIFG and pMTG, an effect of difficulty was found for the semantic task alone (in contrast for the third component of the semantic network (cf. Fig. 2 ), the ventral ATL was equally engaged by the easy and hard semantic decisions but not by either of the visuo-spatial conditions). Both LIFG and pMTG have been previously associated with semantic control processes (Jefferies and Lambon Ralph 2006) . The task-opposite pattern was found within posterior visual areas and medial posterior SPL, such that an effect of difficulty was observed solely for the visuo-spatial task and not for semantic decisions. Other regions exhibited a taskgeneral effect of difficulty (i.e., equally for both tasks). These included the left IPS, middle frontal gyrus, and right IFG for the hard > easy contrast, and all those regions that showed the easy > hard main effect, including AG, for the easy > hard contrast. To check for subthreshold effects the analysis was also repeated at a reduced statistical threshold and there was still no interaction observed within IPS or AG (P < 0.01, uncorrected). Together, these results show that some difficulty effects are common across tasks whereas others are domain-specific in nature. The domain common effects support the hypothesis that DPC, together with lateral dorsal frontal areas, are involved in domain-general top-down executive processes whereas VPC, together with the DMN, are engaged by domain-general stimulus-driven/automatic task processes.
Resting-State Functional Connectivity Analyses
In order to determine the functional connectivity relationship between the networks, the regions identified in the task data were used as seeds in a functional connectivity analysis of the resting-state data. Seeds were defined from the peak coordinates in IPS and AG, which showed opposite task-general effects of difficulty, as well as areas that showed task-specific effects of difficulty; semantic areas (LIFG, pMTG) and visuo-spatial areas (SPL and lateral occipital complex [LOC] ). The results are shown in Figure 4 . Note that whilst resting data alone can be highly informative regarding the functional connectivity of networks, it does not provide information regarding the function of each network (because resting-state data are, by definition, collected without a task). Thus, the combination of task-active and resting-state fMRI data is particularly useful as it allows direct inferences with regard to the cognitive function of each resting-state connectivity network.
Domain-General Areas
The AG seed showed positive connections with areas previously associated with the DMN, including bilateral AG, precuneus, medial superior frontal gyrus, MTG, hippocampus, and inferior frontal gyrus. In contrast, negative correlations were found with areas many of which have been associated with the multiple demand network, including the bilateral IPS, SPL, inferior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, SMG, and occipito-temporal cortex. Intriguingly, the IPS showed the almost exactly reverse pattern of correlation: a positive correlation with the same multiple demand network, and a negative correlation with the DMN, including AG. Therefore, the AG and IPS not only show reverse sensitivity to difficulty but they are also part of 2 anticorrelated functional networks.
The Difficulty-Sensitive Semantic Network
The IFG (BA45) and pMTG seeds showed a similar pattern of functional connectivity suggesting that they are part of the same functional network. A positive correlation was found between each seed and bilateral IFG, middle frontal gyrus, MTG, medial superior frontal gyrus, and the AG. This network showed some correspondence to the DMN which correlated with the AG above. Indeed, both IFG and pMTG showed below baseline activation for the nonsemantic task data, suggesting that these regions can sometimes form part of the DMN. Therefore, the similarity between the semantic network and DMN can be explained by semantic modulation within certain parts of the DMN (although not in AG has been claimed previously). The IFG and pMTG showed negative correlations with posterior brain areas in the visual and medial superior parietal lobe, similar to those that showed a preference for the visuospatial task in the task data. Figure 3 . The main effect of difficulty (red = hard > easy, blue = easy > hard) and the interaction (green). Yellow marks the regions where there is overlap between (hard > easy) and the interaction. Axial slices of these images can be seen in Supplementary Fig S1. The Difficulty-Sensitive Visuo-Spatial Network The visuo-spatial task seeds, SPL and LOC, showed a highly similar pattern of connectivity: both recruited a network of posterior visual and medial superior parietal areas. However, the SPL connectivity pattern spread more anteriorly to include IFG and posterior superior frontal gyrus. The connection of SPL to visual areas is consistent with the idea that this region forms part of a visuo-spatial processing network (Zacks 2008; Kravitz et al. 2011 ). Both seed areas showed negative correlation with areas that were similar to the DMN described above.
A Direct Comparison of the Current Functional Result with Previous Findings
A direct comparison was also conducted between the current fMRI results and those from existing evidence of domaingenerality found in our large-scale multidomain meta-analysis . The comparison revealed a clear correspondence between both studies in terms of domain-generality in AG and IPS areas. Specifically, the taskgeneral hard > easy IPS area was highly overlapping with regions noted to be involved in numerous executively demanding tasks in the previous study (e.g. numerical calculation, executive semantic processing and top-down attention). Likewise, the task-general easy > hard result identified here within the AG overlapped with an area identified as responding to numerous domains (e.g. semantic retrieval, vivid episodic recollection and rehearsed numerical fact retrieval) (Fig. 5) . Indeed, when the multidomain region from the meta-analysis data (i.e., the area in which all tasks overlapped) were used as ROIs for the current task, significant main effects of task-difficulty were found in both the AG and IPS (AG: F(19) = 4.75, P < 0.05; IPS F(19) = 13.54, P < 0.005), with no significant task × difficult interactions (AG: F(19) = 2.23, n.s; IPS F(19) = 3.83, n.s). This provides strong evidence that these areas have highly domain-general task functions, with opposing responses to difficulty.
Discussion
The current study mapped domain-general versus domainsspecific functions across the lateral parietal cortex. Two subregions were found to be sensitive to difficulty and equally so for semantic and visuo-spatial decisions; IPS exhibited a positive effect of difficulty (greater activation in the difficult condition of both tasks) whereas core AG showed the opposite pattern.
Other regions exhibited a more domain-selective pattern, either by showing an interaction between task and difficulty (e.g., posterior SPL was engaged positively by the visuo-spatial task alone; LIFG and pMTG-outside of the IPL region-showed the complementary pattern of greatest activation for difficult semantic tasks alone) or activation for the semantic task alone without sensitivity to difficulty (in ventral ATL-an area known to play a key role in semantic representation across various categories and tasks Lambon Ralph et al. 2017] ). The taskgeneral IPS and AG regions identified here closely corresponded to those showing domain-general effects in our earlier largescale multidomain meta-analysis, which covered a much larger number and range of cognitive domains . The combination of task-active fMRI and resting-state functional connectivity data is particularly useful for drawing direct comparisons between the cognitive function and connectivity of the processing networks (something which cannot be inferred from resting-state data alone). In keeping with previous proposals about DPC versus VPC opposing functions (Sestieri et al. 2017) as well as the PUCC framework, we found that in the resting-state fMRI data: IPS correlated positively with other parts of the fronto-parietal multiple demand network; the AG with components of the DMN; and, furthermore that these 2 networks are anticorrelated with each other (as found in previous network rs-fMRI investigations: Fox et al. 2005) . Consistent with the core PUCC proposal that (1) functions become more selective in nature when moving away from these domain-general core IPL regions and (2) that this relates to the pattern of connectivity, the posterior SPL involvement in taskdifficult visuo-spatial decisions aligns with its connectivity into the visual processing network (i.e., it retains the executiveprocessing characteristic that the IPS exhibits for all tasks but becomes more tuned to visual processing due to its connectivity profile).
Implications for Lateral Parietal Functional Divisions and the PUCC Model
The current findings support the assumptions of the PUCC model that IPS and AG are involved in domain-general topdown versus bottom-up processing, respectively . This finding is supported by the literature showing that IPS forms part of a multiple demand network involved in executive processing across domains (Duncan 2010) whereas AG activation has been shown to be inversely related to task-difficulty (McKiernan et al. 2006; Hahn et al. 2007; Mason et al. 2007) . Moreover, the current results fit well with previous observations that a wide variety of cognitive domains overlap within IPS and AG thereby suggesting a domain-general characteristic to both regions-indeed there is direct overlap between the current study (comparing 2 unrelated cognitive domains simultaneously in the same participants) and our previous large-scale meta-analysis which was able to consider a much larger number and range of cognitive domains by pooling results from 399 fMRI studies . As noted in the Introduction section, the current literature on the IPL often splits into studies that focus on detailed examinations of individual cognitive domains versus and those investigating domain-general processes. As shown by the current results, these domain-specific and domain-general findings are not mutually incompatible. As suggested by the PUCC framework, both the current fMRI results and the meta-analysis show that (1) there are graded differences of function in DPC and VPC, in which domaingeneral centers such as the IPS extend out toward more domain-selective regions, and (2) that these graded differences mirror the variations in connectivity to different nonparietal areas (cf. posterior SPL). The results of this specific fMRI study reveal inverse effects of difficulty between IPS and AG as well as anticorrelated resting-state functional time-courses. There are at least 2 alternative interpretations of this result. First, based on observations of anticorrelated executive demand and DMN in restingstate data, it has been suggested that these networks act in push-pull opposition where positive activation of 1 network causes deactivation of the other (Fox et al. 2005 ). An alternative hypothesis, however, is that the 2 networks are not always locked in anticorrelated competition but that each region is only positively engaged when it is necessary for the task. To borrow terminology from music theory, the IPS and AG appear to have "counterpointed" functions; thus, like 2 lines of music, the IPS and AG are distinct and have contrapuntal activityquite often they are anticorrelated (as when 2 lines of music show "contrary motion") yet at other times they are both positively engaged (as when musical lines exhibit "parallel" or "similar" motion). Indeed, in various elegant detailed studies of episodic memory (e.g., Sestieri et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2013 ), whilst IPS activation seems to track item familiarity, the core AG region shows a constant activation profile with respect to difficulty (as assessed by RT). This is clearly an example where IPS and AG are not in contrary motion but rather have "oblique" changes (when one activation profile shifts whilst the other is constant). In keeping with this "counterpoint" hypothesis, the dorsal and ventral areas do not always show opposing activation patterns; certain active tasks positively engage the AG, including episodic recollection, syntax, and numerical fact retrieval .
What types of operations might be carried out by IPS and AG? According to the PUCC model the lateral parietal cortex acts as a temporary buffer of active information. This notion is heavily influenced by various domain-specific theories which have suggested that parietal regions act as a buffer, for example, AG is an episodic buffer (Wagner et al. 2005; Vilberg and Rugg 2008) , SMG is a phonological buffer (Baddeley 2003) , and IPS involvement in working memory (Owen et al. 2005 ). The PUCC model proposes that, whilst the local circuitry across the lateral parietal region may be generically designed to buffer incoming information (like the units in an Elman recurrent computational model: McClelland and Elman 1986; Elman 1996) , the emergent nature of the function in each subregion will be flavored by variations in long-range connectivity (i.e., "connection-constrained cognition": see Introduction section and Plaut 2002; Seghier et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2017) . Whilst this study was not designed to assess the "buffering function" aspect of the hypothesis, the data are consistent with the model's predictions with regard to connectivity influenced function. The function of the IPS is tuned toward executively demanding "working memory" because of its strong connectivity to executively related prefrontal areas (Seghier et al. 2010; Jung et al. 2016 ). This function is required by both tasks utilized in this investigation: in the semantic task there is a need to maintain, consider and match alternative word-meanings, which is particularly challenging in the condition comprising ambiguous words. Likewise, the visuo-spatial task requires maintenance and manipulation of the 2 patterns which will be particularly difficult in the condition with randomly organized patterns.
In contrast, without the dominant input from prefrontal regions but rather connections to various temporal and ventral regions (Cabeza et al. 2012; Seghier 2013; Jung et al. 2016) , the VPC's buffering function will be inherently more "automatic" in nature leading to automatic buffering of any incoming information, whether it be internally (e.g. self-reflection, episodic memory) or externally generated. This type of system would provide an online, un-manipulated gestalt representation of the current changing state of the world (internal and external) which is crucial for the correct ordering and timing of sequential responses during temporally extended verbal and nonverbal behaviors such as speech production and object use (Botvinick and Plaut 2004) . Presumably, when elements of an activity/task are particularly difficult or ambiguous and require resolution, ongoing automatic buffering of additional incoming information will disrupt the ability of executive-control (from the IPS-PFC multidemand network) to adjust the system toward improved performance. It might also be the case that, in this situation, the VPC has already automatically buffered the incomplete/ambiguous/unhelpful information which will hinder the timing and sequencing of forthcoming responses. In both cases, it would be useful to inhibit ongoing automatic buffer or even minimize the influence of already-buffered incoherent information-which would be reflected in the fMRI signal as VPC deactivation. Hence, within this counterpointed dual-system, a "hard" trial would lead to increased activation of DPC and correlated deactivation of VPC.
In addition to these domain-general areas and associated functions, it is important to note that there is anatomical and functional variations across IPL. The data from this study correspond with some of these subdivisions. For instance, the current results correspond to several of the IPS, AG, and SPL subdivisions noted by some (Nelson et al. 2010) . However, given the limited number of tasks included in the design it is inevitable that other proposed subdivisions were not mapped in this study (though some of them were by our previous large-scale meta-analysis which was able to consider a much larger number of domains).
Implications for the Neural Bases of Semantic Cognition
Whilst this study was designed primarily to clarify the nature of lateral parietal functions, the whole-brain results are highly relevant to the neural bases of semantic cognition. Semantic cognition refers to all forms of semantically imbued verbal and nonverbal activities. Recent proposals (Jefferies and Lambon Ralph 2006; Jefferies 2013; Lambon Ralph 2014; Lambon Ralph et al. 2017) have suggested that semantic cognition comprises 2 interactive systems-semantic representation (our rich, lifelong acquired and multimodal database of knowledge) and semantic control (executive-related processes that manipulate and gate semantic knowledge in order to derive task-, time-, and context-appropriate behavior). Convergent neuropsychological, functional neuroimaging, TMS, and cortical gridelectrode data (Patterson et al. 2007; Pobric et al. 2007 Pobric et al. , 2010 Binney et al. 2010; Visser et al. 2010; Shimotake et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2016) suggest that semantic representation is supported by an ATL hub-and-spoke network Lambon Ralph et al. 2017) . Parallel convergent data from neuropsychology, repetitive TMS (rTMS), and fMRI indicates that semantic control is underpinned by a separate distributed network including PFC, pMTG. and IPS (Jefferies and Lambon Ralph 2006; Noonan et al. 2010; Whitney et al. 2011 Whitney et al. , 2012 . The current results not only reinforce these proposals but help to clarify important distinctions across the network for semantic cognition. Indeed, as far as we are aware, this is the first study to use fMRI to map the contrastive semantic control versus representational areas within a single study and thus replicate the double-dissociation found in semantic dementia versus semantic aphasia (Jefferies and Lambon Ralph 2006) . Specifically, in keeping with the ventrolateral ATL-centered atrophy and hypometabolism of patients with semantic dementia (Butler et al. 2009; Mion et al. 2010) , the ventral ATL was the only region to demonstrate difficulty independent semantic processing, consistent with its proposed core role in representation of invariant, transmodal concepts Lambon Ralph et al. 2010 . Indeed, these proposals note that in order to form generalizable concepts, this part of the semantic system needs to integrate information over time and contexts. Intriguingly, 2 recent human in vivo tractography studies found that whilst ventrolateral ATL regions were strong connected within the temporal lobe (allowing the convergence of multiple information sources and thus the basis for concept formation), there was no evidence for direct white-matter connections to prefrontal or parietal areas associated with language and executive processing (Binney et al. 2012; Jung et al. 2016 ). This pattern of neural wiring is consistent with computational models of semantic cognition which allow one "representational layer" to convergence information about items impervious to the context, time, or task in which it is experienced . If, however, this layer is also connected to context/task coding areas then it no longer forms generalizable coherent concepts because each instance of an item (e.g., a canary flying vs. a canary singing) are treated as different exemplars.
The orthogonal result, domain-general difficulty, was observed for IPS and some PFC regions. As noted previously, this is consistent with their role in the multidemand network (Duncan 2010) . In the context of semantic cognition, however, it fits with recent TMS explorations and fMRI meta-analyses (Whitney et al. 2011 (Whitney et al. , 2012 Noonan et al. 2013 ) which found that the IPS is engaged by executively demanding semantic tasks but also in challenging visual (nonsemantic) decisions. In short, it suggests that IPS and some PFC regions make an important contribution to semantic control alongside many other executively demanding tasks.
IFG and pMTG exhibited the intersection of these 2 profiles, being sensitive to semantic difficulty yet insensitive to the nonsemantic task. This fits precisely with data from TMS and neuropsychology. The 2 same areas are the centers of lesion overlap in the 2 subgroups of semantic aphasia (who exhibit deficits in semantic executive-control rather than of semantic representation per se: Thompson et al. 2015) . Likewise, inhibitory rTMS of IFG or pMTG leads to transient deficits on executively demanding semantic tasks but not on nonsemantic activities (Hoffman et al. 2011; Whitney et al. 2011 Whitney et al. , 2012 . Again the white-matter connectivity patterns are relevant for these functional divisions: Binney et al. (2012) and Jung et al. (2016) found evidence of direct white-matter connections between IFG and pMTG (probably reflecting the IFOF: [Duffau et al. 2013] ), as well as connectivity of pMTG to the ATL and IPL regions. Consistent with a recent proposal from Davey et al. (2016) , this suggests that IFG and pMTG are an neuroanatomical nexus between the executive-control and semantic representational systems, and thus are critical in semantic control.
Implications for the Association Between AG and Semantic Processing
Across numerous, mostly independent literatures, the AG has been linked with different cognitive domains, including episodic processing (Wagner et al. 2005; Vilberg and Rugg 2008; Shimamura 2011 ) and theory of mind (Bzdok et al. 2012 ). In the literatures on language and semantics, the AG has long been strongly associated with semantic memory, stemming back at least as far as Geschwind's seminal studies (Geschwind 1972) . According to this "semantic hypothesis" (Geschwind 1972; Binder et al. 2009 ), the AG is a hub of multimodal conceptual knowledge or a hub for certain types of multimodal semantic dimensions which preferentially responds to semantic information. As such the semantic hypothesis would expect the AG to show clear activation for semantic over nonsemantic tasks (Binder et al. 1999) . In contrast, this study (like many other recent investigations: [e.g., Geranmayeh et al. 2012 Geranmayeh et al. , 2016 ), found no evidence that AG was either (1) positively activated by semantic tasks or (2) that it exhibited a difference of semantic over nonsemantic tasks (even at very liberal thresholds), with semantics instead modulating activity in ATL, IFG, and pMTG.
This result may be surprising to those who are familiar with the long-standing association between the AG and semantic memory. However, beyond the current study, the evidence on the role (if any) of the AG in semantic processing is mixed. In support, there are numerous examples in the fMRI literature that within-task contrasts such as (WORDS-NONWORDS) or (CONCRETE-ABSTRACT) generate a positive AG difference (Binder et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010; . In addition, investigations of functional connectivity and ICA of rsfMRI consistently find correlated activity between the AG and various frontal and temporal regions associated with semantic cognition (Fox et al. 2005; Power et al. 2011; Jackson et al. 2016) . Negatively, like the present study, direct contrasts of semantic versus active nonsemantic tasks rarely generate the predicted positive AG activation differences, though the same fMRI contrast does lead to activation differences in other regions including IFG, ATL, pMTG, and IPS . Furthermore, executively demanding semantic and nonsemantic decisions actually generate (equivalent) deactivation in the AG (Geranmayeh et al. 2015; Hoffman et al. 2015; )-aligning with its consistent presence in the DMN (Buckner et al. 2008; Seghier et al. 2010; . Finally, a number of other nonsemantic domains do generate positive activations in the AG-suggesting that it is sometimes positively engaged but apparently not by semantic tasks .
Both the current and other recent studies offer a potential (nonsemantic) explanation for these apparently inconsistent findings. These are based on the repeated observation that, for many (though not all) tasks, the AG exhibits deactivation correlated with task-/item-difficulty . Thus, the consistent AG difference observed for contrasts of concrete > abstract words or words > nonwords might reflect differential deactivation, with the observed positive difference emerging because there is greater deactivation for the more difficult items (abstract words and nonwords: Geranmayeh et al. 2012; Hoffman et al. 2015; . Consistent with this hypothesis, the direction of the contrast between concrete versus abstract items or words versus nonwords can be reversed by manipulating the task instructions or altering the item properties in such a way to reverse item-difficulty (Pexman et al. 2007; Graves et al. 2017) . The current results also clarify why AG correlates in resting-state fMRI data with positively activated frontal and temporal semantic areas even though it shows no semantic preference itself. Specifically, rs-fMRI undoubtedly samples a mixture of different cognitive activities including but not limited to semantic processing. Significant partial correlation will follow if 2 regions show either shared interest or "disinterest" in the same task(s). Compatible with the results from the present study, in a previous multimodal, multi-task investigation we found that, although AG and frontotemporal areas exhibited opposite activation profiles for semantic tasks, they all showed common disinterest (deactivation) in nonsemantic activities (for both visual and auditory stimuli). Accordingly, it seems most likely that, as suggested by Buckner et al.(2008) the DMN fractionates depending on task. The AG appears to be a core DMN component given that it shows consistent task-related deactivation whereas frontotemporal semantic regions only form a part of the DMN (deactivate) when semantic information is not required by the task.
Finally, it is worth revisiting the original neuropsychological data which Geschwind cited in favor of the AG-semantic hypothesis. A key study was that of a young woman who following an anoxic episode was found to have severe semantic deficits whilst retaining other key language functions including repetition, nonpropositional speech and the ability to learn new songs (a very striking example of transcortical sensory aphasia: Geschwind et al. 1968) . The case subsequently came to autopsy and thus Geschwind et al. were able to infer functional localization (this was, of course, long before brain scanning was possible). As noted by Geschwind, the patient's watershed lesion had damaged the AG. However, with the benefit of contemporary findings from neuropsychology and functional neuroimaging, one of the most striking aspects of revisiting the pathological report is the finding of severe damage in all other parts of the semantic network including bilateral ventral ATL, MTG, and prefrontal cortex amongst other regions (cf. Figs. 6-7 in Geschwind et al. 1968 ).
Implications for Visuo-Spatial Processing
The parietal cortices have long been associated with visuo-spatial processing (amongst many other domains: . The results from the current study help to map out where visuo-spatial processing fits in relation to other unrelated domains (in this case semantic cognition) as well as which parietal subregions support core functions (executive processing) which are shared across domains (in this case the IPS region). In comparison to the IPS, bilateral SPL and LOC were selectively involved in the visuo-spatial task, especially when the decisions were more difficult. This result is consistent with a large literature. For instance, the SPL and LOC are reliably activated in mental rotation studies, or top-down visual attention (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Zacks 2008) . Models of visual processing assume that SPL forms part of an egocentric spatial processing route and is involved in visuospatial working memory (Kravitz et al. 2011) . Moreover, damage to this region leads to impairments on mental rotation tasks or visual neglect (Ratcliff 1979; Molenberghs et al. 2012) , whilst the atrophy of patients with posterior cortical atrophy (who suffer from progressive and profound visuo-spatial deficits) is centered on this same LOC-to-precuneus/SPL region (Crutch et al. 2012; Warren et al. 2012) . Again, this functional division seems to follow the pattern of connectivity: our functional connectivity analyses identified SPL connectivity with visual areas (which was not observed for the other parietal ROIs) and this same region also shows strong white-matter connections to visual regions (Jung et al. 2016) . Together, the data suggest that DPC as a whole is not domain-general, rather contrastive connectivity patterns lead to graded variations in the precise computation carried out by each subregion.
Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the function and connectivity of DPC and VPC areas. The results showed that IPS and AG form counterpointed networks sensitive to difficulty irrespective of the cognitive domain. We propose that these regions serve as topdown executively penetrated and automatic bottom-up domaingeneral buffers of active information, respectively. Other parietal and nonparietal regions are tuned toward specific domains of processing. In all cases, the contrastive response profiles of each subregion appear to follow, and thus are potentially driven by, their different patterns of long-connectivity. Future studies will be able to advance the results of the current study by (1) using methods with greater spatial resolution to provide a finer mapping of domain-general and domain-specific regions; (2) utilize a larger range of contrastive tasks; (3) explore different forms of "difficulty" including variations in item, task, and context difficulty (which may or may not always be reflected in the global measure of RT given that this can be an amalgam of multiple factors).
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